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IONOSPHERIC DATA AVAILABLE ON CD-ROM AND ON NDADS

Dieter Bilitza
NSSDC, GSFC, Code 633.9, HSTX, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA

Abstract: Information is provided on two CD-ROMs (for PCs) with ionospheric data: the
ionosonde CD issued by NGDC/WDC-A-STP/NOAA/Boulder and the Atmosphere Explorer
CD produced by NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S/NASA/Greenbelt. We also briefly describe the iono-
spheric/thermospheric data available through NSSDC's automated mail retrieval system (NDADS)
and explain the procedure for obtaining NDADS data.

1. The NSSDC/NASA Atmosphere Explorer CD-ROM

This CD-ROM was generated at the National Space Science Data Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland by N. Papitashvili with help from D. Bilitza and J. King. It contains the Unified
Abstract (UA) 15-second data from the Atmosphere Explorer C, D, and E satellite missions.
These satellites were launched into highly elliptical orbits and were then later in the year
maneuvered into circular orbits (300-400 km) with the onboard propulsion system.

Satellite time period height range inclination
AE-C Dec 73 - Dec 78 130-4300 68.1
AE-D Oct 75 - Jan 76 150-3800 90.1
AE-E Nov 75 - Jan 81 160-3000 19.7

More than a dozen experiments were flown on each satellite with almost identical payloads
for all three, providing the following measurements:

electron density, temperature Langmuir Probe (CEP)
ion densities, temperature, drift Retarding Potential Analyzer
ion densities BIMS, MIMS Mass Spectrometers
neutral densities OSS, COSS Mass Spectrometers
neutral densities, wind NATE instrument
total neutral density MESA accelerometer
airglow VAE photometer
UV (nitric oxide) UVNO, BUV experiments
low-energy electrons/ions (0.2-25 keV) LEE experiment
photoelectron fluxes PES spectrometer
solar EUV (40-1850 Angstrom) EUV spectrometer, photometer

The CD-ROM contains the UA data for all three satellites (9 years) in ASCII format.
Additional files on the CD include:

- experiment/data descriptions provided by the respective Principal Investigator teams;

- satellite/experiment brief descriptions from NSSDC's Master Catalog;



- a 150 page listing of references to scientific papers based on the AE data ordered by experi-
ment;

- the software for several international standard models: IRI-94, MSIS-86. CIRA-86, MSISE90,
HWM93, IGRF45-95, Tobiska's EUV model, GEOCGM conversion software (geographic
< • geomagnetic corrected).

Plotting and subsetting software (DOS) was also developed at NSSDC for this data set
and can be obtained on floppy disk or can be retrieved from NSSDC's anonymous ftp site
(nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov, /pub/cdrom/software/dos/aez.exe). The menu-driven system lets a user
select the time period and parameters s/he is interested in and then plot the data or store
them in a file. The IRI-94 and MSISE90 parameters are part of this menu and by selecting
corresponding parameters a user can compare the measurements with the model predictions.
Figure la,b shows two plot examples.

The CD-ROM can be ordered from the Request Coordination Office (CRUSO), NSSDC,
GSFC, Code 633, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA (request@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov).

2. The NGDC/NOAA Ionosonde CD-ROM

The set of two ionosonde CD-ROMs was generated at NOAA's National Space Science
Data Center in Boulder, Colorado by R.O. Conkright, K.F. O'Loughlin, and G.E. Talarski. It
contains ionosonde data from about 130 sites (40 000 station years; 1.35 GByte) for the time
period from 1957 to 1990. The data are mostly hourly parameters (foF2, h'f2, foFl, etc.) but
there are also a few records of recent data with higher time resolution. The data are in ASCII
format using the URSI/IIWG data exchange format. A map of all stations represented on the
CD is shown in Figure 2.

NGDC also developed DOS software for displaying and selecting data. Data can be selected
by time period, area, and parameter. Data for one month can be plotted either individually
for each selected station or comparative with all selected stations displayed either in separate
panels (see Figure 3) or in a single panel with different colors. All generated graphs can be
stored as PCX files.

The "Ionospheric Digital Database - Worldwide Vertical Incidence Parameters" CD-ROM
set (including the software on floppy disk) is available from the National Geophysical Data Cen-
ter. NOAA Mail code E/GC2. 325 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80303. USA (roc@ngdc.noaa.gov,
kfo@ngdc.noaa.gov, get@ngdc.noaa.gov; FAX: 303-497-6513).

3. Ionospheric/Thermospheric Data on NDADS

NDADS is an automated retrieval mail system that stages user-requested data from an
optical disk jukebox onto NSSDC's anonymous ftp site. The user can than ftp the data to his
home account.

3.1 Available data
The following ionospheric/thermospheric data are currently available through NSSDC's

NDADS system:



DE-2 Aug 81 - Feb 83 300-1000 km Inclination: 90

electron density, temperature (LANG), ion densities, temperature, and drift (RPA/IDM),
neutral densities and wind (NACS), magnetic field (MAG-B), electric field (VEFI),
energetic particles (LAPI), and the 16-second Unified Abstract file with data from
LANG, NACS, WATS, FPI, RPA/IDM. [High resolution WATS and FPI data ingest
is in preparation]

San Marco D Mar 88 - Dec 88 260-620 km Inclination: 2.9

ion densities, temperature, drift (IVI), [EUV (ASSI), neutral density (DBI), electric
field (EFI) data ingest is planned].

3.2 NDADS Data Request Procedure
To obtain information about NDADS and its data content, one sends an e-mail message to:

archives@ndadsa.gsfc.nasa.gov with one of the following words in the SUBJECT line

SUBJECT: INFO information file will be sent
MANUAL manual will be sent
HOLDINGS general holdings file will be sent
HOLDINGS DE DE holdings file will be sent
HOLDINGS SANMARCO San Marco Holdings file

To order data one writes

SUBJECT: REQUEST projectname data_type
e.g., REQUEST DE LANG..ASCII

The available datatypes are explained in the DE holdings file. In the body of the message
the user specifies the particular data file s/he is interested. In many cases data are ordered
by year and day of year (yyddd); see holdings file for details. In addition, several of the data
sets include documentation, software and inventory files that can be requested with the word
DOCUMENT, SOFTWARE, INVENTORY in the body of the message. The message could,
for example, look like this:

document, software
inventory, 81355, 82001
83068

The requested files will then be staged to NSSDC's anonymous ftp site and the requester will
receive an e-mail message with a list of staged files including their names, location and size.

Figure Captions:

Fig.la,b Example plots made with the AE data and software.

Fig.2 Map of all ionospheric stations represented on the NGDC CD-ROMs

Fig.3 Example of a plot generated with the comperative plot option.
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